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Abstract
Sketch-based 3D scene retrieval is to retrieve 3D scene models given a user’s hand-drawn 2D scene sketch. It is a brand new
but also very challenging research topic in the field of 3D object retrieval due to the semantic gap in their representations: 3D
scene models or views differ from non-realistic 2D scene sketches. To boost this interesting research, we organized a 2D Scene
Sketch-Based 3D Scene Retrieval track in SHREC’18, resulting a SceneSBR18 benchmark which contains 10 scene classes. In
order to make it more comprehensive, we have extended the number of the scene categories from the initial 10 classes in the
SceneSBR2018 benchmark to 30 classes, resulting in a new and more challenging benchmark SceneSBR2019 which has 750
2D scene sketches and 3,000 3D scene models. Therefore, the objective of this track is to further evaluate the performance and
scalability of different 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene model retrieval algorithms using this extended and more comprehensive
new benchmark.
In this track, two groups from USA and Vietnam have successfully submitted 4 runs. Based on 7 commonly used retrieval metrics,
we evaluate their retrieval performance. We have also conducted a comprehensive analysis and discussion of these methods
and proposed several future research directions to deal with this challenging research topic. Deep learning techniques have
been proved their great potentials again in dealing with this challenging retrieval task, in terms of both retrieval accuracy and
scalability to a larger dataset. We hope this publicly available benchmark, together with its evaluation results and source code,
will further enrich and promote 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval research area and its corresponding applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Information Systems—Information
Search and Retrieval

1. Introduction

2D scene sketch-based 3D scene model retrieval is to retrieve 3D
scene models given a user’s hand-drawn 2D scene sketch. Due to
the intuitiveness in sketching, 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene
model retrieval research topic has many important applications
such as 3D scene reconstruction, 3D geometry video retrieval, and
3D AR/VR entertainment. It is a challenging research topic in the

† Track organizers.
‡ Track participants.
*Corresponding author. For any question related to the track, please contact
Bo Li. E-mail: bo.li@usm.edu or li.bo.ntu0@gmail.com.

field of 3D scene model retrieval due to the semantic gap in their
representations: non-realistic 2D scene sketches significantly differ
from 3D scene models or their views. While, existing 3D model
retrieval algorithms have mainly focused on single object retrieval
and have not handled retrieving such 3D scene content, which in-
volves a lot of new research questions and challenges. This situ-
ation is due to two major reasons: 1) there exist a very limited
number of available 3D scene shape benchmarks, thus it is chal-
lenging to collect a large-scale 3D scene dataset; 2) a big semantic
gap exists between the iconic representations of hand-drawn 2D
scene sketches and the accurate 3D coordinate representations of
3D scenes. Therefore, retrieving 3D scene models using 2D scene
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sketch queries makes this research direction meaningful, interest-
ing and promising, but challenging as well.

To promote this research direction, we built a SceneSBR2018
benchmark [YLL18a,YLL∗18b] and organized a SHREC’18 track
on 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval. However, as can be
seen, SceneSBR2018 contains only 10 distinct scene classes, and
this is one of the reasons that all the three deep learning-based
participating methods have achieved excellent performance on it.
Considering this, after the track we have tripled [YARLL19b] the
size of SceneSBR2018, resulting in an extended benchmark Sce-
neSBR2019, which has 750 2D scene sketches and 3,000 3D scene
models. Similarly, all the 2D scene sketches and 3D scene models
are equally classified into 30 classes. We have kept the same set of
2D scene sketches and 3D scene models belonging to the initial 10
classes of SceneSBR2018.

Hence, this track seeks participants who will provide new con-
tributions to further advance 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene
retrieval for evaluation and comparison, especially in terms of
scalability to a larger number of scene categories, based on the
new benchmark SceneSBR2019. Similarly, we also provide cor-
responding evaluation code for computing a set of performance
metrics similar to those used in the Query-by-Model retrieval tech-
nique.

2. SceneSBR Benchmark

2.1. Overview

Building process. By referring to several of the most pop-
ular 2D/3D scene datasets, such as Places [ZLK∗17] and
SUN [XEH∗16], we finally selected 30 scene classes (including the
initial 10 classes in SceneSBR2018) based on the criteria of popu-
larity (most commonly seen categories). Based on a voting mecha-
nism among three people (two graduate student voters and a faculty
moderator), the most popular 30 scene classes were selected from
the 88 common scene labels in the Places88 dataset [ZLK∗17]. It is
worth noting that the 88 scene categories are already shared by Im-
ageNet [DDS∗09], SUN, and Places. For the additional 20 classes’
(sketches and models) data collection, we gathered their sketches
from Flickr and Google Image, and downloaded their SketchUp 3D
scene models (in both the original ".SKP" format and transformed
".OBJ" format) from 3D Warehouse [Tri18].

Benchmark Details. Our extended 2D scene sketch-based 3D
scene retrieval benchmark SceneSBR2019 expands the initial 10
classes of SceneSBR2018 by adding 20 new classes totaling a more
comprehensive dataset of 30 classes. 500 more 2D scene sketches
have been added to its 2D scene sketch dataset and 2,000 more
SketchUp 3D scene models (".SKP" and ".OBJ" formats) to its
3D scene dataset. Each of the additional 20 classes has the same
number of 2D scene sketches (25) and 3D scene models (100), as
well. Therefore, SceneSBR2019 contains a complete dataset of 750
2D scene sketches (25 per class) and 3,000 3D scene models (100
per class) across 30 scene categories. Examples for each class are
demonstrated in both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Example 2D scene sketches (one example per class) in
our SceneSBR2019 benchmark.

Similar to the SHREC’18 sketch track, we randomly select 18
sketches and 70 models from each class for training and the re-
maining 7 sketches and 30 models are used for testing, as shown
in Table 1. Participants need to submit results on the training and
testing datasets, respectively, if they use a learning-based approach.
Otherwise, the retrieval results based on the complete (750 query
sketches, 3,000 target scene models) datasets are needed.

Table 1: Training and testing datasets (per class) of our Extended
SceneSBR benchmark.

SceneSBR Benchmark Sketch Model
Training 18 70
Testing 7 30

Total (per class) 25 100

2.2. 2D Scene Sketch Dataset

The 2D scene sketch dataset comprises 750 2D scene sketches (10
classes, each with 25 sketches). One example per class is demon-
strated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Example 3D scene models (one example per class, shown
in one view) in our SceneSBR2019 benchmark.

2.3. 3D Scene Model Dataset

The 3D scene model dataset is built on the selected 3,000 3D scene
models downloaded from 3D Warehouse. Each class has 100 3D
scene models. One example per class is shown in Fig. 2.

2.4. Evaluation Method

The objective of this track is to evaluate the performance of dif-
ferent 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval algorithms using
a 2D sketch query dataset and a 3D scene model dataset. While,
each algorithm targets retrieving 3D scene models that belong to
the same class as that of each query 2D scene sketch. To have a
comprehensive evaluation of the retrieval algorithm, we employ
seven commonly adopted performance metrics in the 3D model re-
trieval community [LLL∗15, LLG∗14]. They are Precision-Recall
(PR) diagram, Nearest Neighbor (NN), First Tier (FT), Second Tier
(ST), E-Measure (E), Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG) and Av-
erage Precision (AP). We also have developed the code to compute
them1.

3. Participants

There were two groups who registered for the track. One group
comes from USA, and one group comes from Vietnam. Each group

1URL: http://orca.st.usm.edu/~bli/SceneSBR2019/Evaluation.html.

was given one month to complete the competition. They were re-
quested to submit both their results and methods’ description.

Both two groups have successfully participated in the
SHREC’19 track on Extended 2D Scene Sketch-Based 3D Scene
Retrieval. Four (4) rank list results (runs) for two (2) different meth-
ods developed by two (2) groups have been submitted. The partici-
pants and their runs are listed as follows:

• RNSRAP1 and RNSRAP2 submitted by Ngoc-Minh Bui, Trong-
Le Do, Khac-Tuan Nguyen, Thanh-An Nguyen, Vinh-Tiep
Nguyen, Minh-Triet Tran from Vietnam National University -
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam (Section 4.1);

• VMV-AlexNet and VMV-VGG submitted by Juefei Yuan, Hameed
Abdul-Rashid, Bo Li, Tianyang Wang, and Yijuan Lu from the
University of Southern Mississippi, USA, Austin Peay State
University, USA and Texas State University, USA (Section 4.2).

4. Methods

4.1. RNSRAP: ResNet50-Based Sketch Recognition and
Adapting Place Classification for 3D Models Using
Adversarial Training, by N. Bui, T. Do, K. Nguyen, T.
Nguyen, V. Nguyen, and M. Tran

4.1.1. Sketch Image Classification with Data Augmentation

They use data augmentation to enrich the training data for sketch
recognition. They first collect a dataset of natural scene images
from Google. They do not only crawl images with exactly 30
concepts in this track but also extend the list of concepts with
semantically related concepts. For example, instead of searching
only "desert" images, they expand the query terms into "desert",
"camel", "cactus", etc. By using this query expansion strategy, they
expect that their natural scene corpus can be used to link the gap of
visual differences in the sketch image dataset.

The natural scene images are transformed into sketch-like im-
ages. For this track, they simply use automated tools for image
transformation. However, they intend to use image translation to
adapt images from the natural domain into the sketch-like domain.

For each image in the enriched dataset, they use ResNet-50
[HZRS16] to extract features and train a simple image classifica-
tion network with 30 concepts.

4.1.2. 3D Scene Classification with Multiple Screenshots,
Domain Adaptation, and Concept Augmentation

They perform a two-step process for 3D scene classification with
multiple screenshots. The first step of their method is to use a
number of classification models and domain adaptation to clas-
sify the 3D scene. The second step is to take advantage of visual
concepts to refine the final result. The overview of the method is
illustrated in Fig. 3. In the first step, they train multiple classifi-
cation models and use the voting scheme to ensemble the classi-
fication results. Because there are fair resemblances between 3D
scene models and scenery images, they perform transfer learning
from models pretrained on two datasets: ImageNet [DDS∗09] and
Places365 [ZLK∗17].

The first model is to extract feature vectors for each image us-
ing ResNet-50 [HZRS16] pretrained on ImageNet and Places365
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Figure 3: Two-step process of the 3D scene classification method.

dataset, respectively, then feed these feature vectors to a fully-
connected neural network that has one to two hidden layers. The
number of nodes in each hidden layers is set to 128, 192, 256, or
320 nodes and they choose the architecture that yields the highest
classification accuracy to be the final result of this model.

They also extract 365-D scene attribute features for each image
using Places365 and concatenate with the 2048-D feature vector
of that image to form a 2413-D feature, which is later reduced to
512-D by PCA to train a third classification network. The extracted
scene attributes may provide useful information, such as "outdoor",
"natural light", "trees" for a screenshot from a model in the "moun-
tain" category. Concatenating two vectors’ results in a higher di-
mensional input may make the model prone to overfitting. There-
fore, each feature is normalized to have zero mean and unit vari-
ance and then they use PCA to reduce the size of the input vectors
to 512-D.

Their second model is to collect real images of the 30 differ-
ent categories from Places365 dataset and the Internet (for the
"great_pyramid" class). They collect 1,000 images per category.
Then they use the weights of the last fully connected layer trained
by this small-scale dataset to initialize the weights when training
on the screenshots dataset.

Next, they apply their proposal of domain adaptation (used in
SHREC 2018) [YLL18a, YLL∗18b] to classify a 2D screenshot of
a 3D scene. Concretely, they first train an adversarial network to
learn the representation of a 3D model to be close to the representa-
tion of a corresponding natural image. They treat the natural image
domain as the source domain and the screenshots of the 3D model
as the target domain. A discriminator is used to distinguish between
the representations of the two domains. They train the target rep-
resentation via an adversarial loss so that the two representations
are indistinguishable to the discriminator. Then, using the adaptive
representation of a 3D model, they train a number of simple net-
works. The predicted labels from the networks are assembled via
voting to select the final label for the 3D model.

Because of the wide variation in the design of a 3D scene, it is
not enough to classify the category of a scene simply by extract-
ing the feature (from ResNet-50) or from the features of scene at-
tributes (from Places365, even after domain adaptation). This mo-

tivates their proposal to employ object/entity detectors to identify
entities related to certain concepts existing in a screenshot.

In the second step of the proposed method, they first collect a
dataset of natural images from the Internet corresponding to the
concepts that are related to the 30 scene categories. For example,
they use the query terms such as "cactus", "camel", etc to serve
the scene classification for "desert". They train their set of object
detectors from this dataset of natural images with Faster RCNN
[RHGS15]. Then they apply their detectors to identify entities that
might appear in a scene, such as "book" (in a library), "umbrella"
(in a beach), etc. By this way, they further refine their retrieval re-
sults.

4.2. VMV-AlexNet, VMV-VGG: View and Majority Vote
Based 3D Scene Retrieval Algorithm, by J. Yuan, H.
Abdul-Rashid, B. Li, T. Wang and Y. Lu

They proposed a View and Majority Vote based 3D scene retrieval
algorithm (VMV) [YARLL19b] by either employing the AlexNet
or the VGG-16 model. Its architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: VMV architecture [YARLL19b].

4.2.1. 3D Scene View Sampling

For each 3D scene model, they centered each 3D scene model in a
3D sphere. They developed a QMacro script program to automate
the operations of the SketchUp software to perform the view sam-
pling, and sampled 13 scene view images automatically. They uni-
formly arrange 12 cameras on the equator of the bounding sphere
of a 3D scene model, and one on the top of the sphere. One example
is shown in Fig. 5.

4.2.2. Data Augmentation

To avoid overfitting issues, before each pre-training or training,
they employed data augmentation technique (rotations, shifts and
flips) [YLL16] to enlarge the related dataset’s size by 500 times.
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Figure 5: A 13 sampled scene view images example of an apart-
ment scene model [YARLL19b].

4.2.3. Pre-training and Fine-tuning

They pre-trained the AlexNet1/VGG1 model on the TU-
Berlin sketch dataset [EHA12] for 500 epochs, and pre-trained
AlexNet2/VGG2 on the Places scene image dataset [ZLK∗17]
for 100 epochs. After pre-training, they fine-tuned the
AlexNet1/VGG1 on the 2D scene sketches training dataset,
and fine-tuned the AlexNet2/VGG2 on the 2D scene views training
dataset, respectively.

4.2.4. Sketch/View Classification and Majority Vote-based
Label Matching

They obtained classification vectors by feeding well-trained
AlexNet1/VGG1 with a 2D scene sketch query, or AlexNet2/VGG2
with the target 2D scene views testing dataset. Finally, based on the
query’s classification vector and a target 3D scene’s 13 classifica-
tion vectors, they generated the rank list for each sketch query by
using a majority vote-based label matching method.

For more details, please refer to [YARLL19b], while the code is
also publicly accessible2.

5. Results

In this section, we comparatively evaluate the four runs of the two
methods submitted by the two groups. The seven metrics afore-
mentioned in Section 2.4 are adopted to measure the retrieval per-
formance. Fig. 6 and Table 2 show the comparative results of the
two learning-based participating methods on the target dataset.

All the four runs of the two methods submitted by both par-
ticipating groups are learning-based methods. As shown in the

2URL: http://orca.st.usm.edu/~bli/Scene_SBR_IBR/index.html.
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Figure 6: Precision-Recall diagram performance comparisons on
testing dataset of of our SceneSBR19 benchmark for two learning-
based participating methods.

Fig. 6 and Table 2, Bui’s RNSRAP algorithm (run 2) performs
the best. More details about the retrieval performance of each in-
dividual query of every participating method are available on the
SceneSBR2019 track homepage [YARLL19a].

Both of the two submitted approaches utilized CNN models,
which contribute a lot to the achieved performance of those two
learning-based approaches. Since deep learning techniques are
widely utilized in many latest sketch-based 3D model retrieval
methods, it can be regarded as the currently most popular and
promising machine learning technique for 2D/3D feature learn-
ing and related retrieval. In fact, we can see that the deep learning
models which are adopted in these two methods, especially Bui’s
method, perform well in dealing with this challenging retrieval task.
They improved their method used in the SceneIBR2018 track by
utilizing object-level semantic information for data augmentation
and refining retrieval results, which helps to advance the retrieval
performance further. Considering there is still much room for fur-
ther improvement in the retrieval accuracy as well as the scalability
issue, we believe it is very promising to further propose a practi-
cal retrieval algorithm for large-scale 2D sketch-based 3D scene
retrieval by utilizing both deep learning and scene semantic infor-
mation.

Using the same target 3D scene dataset of the (SceneSBR2019)
benchmark, we also organized another SHREC’19 track
titled “Extended 2D Image-Based 3D Scene Retrieval”
(SceneIBR2019) [ARYLL19]. We replaced the query dataset
with a 2D query image dataset which contains 1000 images for
each of the 30 classes. The SceneIBR2019 track has one more par-
ticipating method. We can see that from the corresponding figures
and tables, the overall performance achieved on the SceneIBR2019
track is better than that on the SceneSBR2019 track. We believe
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Table 2: Performance metrics comparison on two different datasets of of our SceneSBR2019 benchmark for two learning-based participating
method.

Participant Method NN FT ST E DCG AP
Testing dataset

Bui
RNSRAP1 0.914 0.668 0.728 0.665 0.825 0.581
RNSRAP2 0.943 0.818 0.870 0.814 0.913 0.786

Yuan
VMV-AlexNet 0.024 0.046 0.084 0.047 0.386 0.057
VMV-VGG 0.081 0.281 0.369 0.280 0.533 0.243

that there are at least three possible reasons leading to this better
performance: (1) SceneIBR2019 has a much larger 2D image
query dataset which contributes a lot to the deep neural networks’
training; (2) SceneIBR2019’s query images have more accurate
3D shape information than SceneSBR2019’s query sketches; and
(3) the semantic gap between SceneIBR2019’s query images and
target datasets is much smaller because each SceneIBR2019 query
image has additional color information which is directly related to
the texture and color information existing in the 3D scene models.

Finally, we classify all the participating methods based on the
techniques adopted: both two participating groups (Bui, Yuan) uti-
lize local features, employ a deep learning framework to automat-
ically learn the features, and apply regular transformations (e.g.,
flipping, translation, rotation). While, Bui further applies adver-
sarial training as well. On the other hand, Yuan mainly adopts an
image/sketch classification framework and then uses majority vote-
based label matching to generate the retrieved result, while Bui con-
ducts the retrieval based on both 2D sketch recognition, 3D model
classification, and object detection and recognition as well.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1. Conclusions

Since the semantic gap between the abstract and simplified 2D
scene sketches queries and much more informative 3D scene
model representations is huge, deep learning techniques have
been proved their potentials in bridging the gap. Compared with
SHREC’18 [YLL18a, YLL∗18b], SHREC’19 contains 20 more
categories such that we can evaluate the scalability of a 2D
scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval algorithm as well. Based
on the experience and success of SHREC’12 [LSG∗12, LLG∗14],
SHREC’13 [LLG∗13, LLG∗14], SHREC’14 [LLL∗14, LLL∗15],
SHREC’16 [LLD∗16] and SHREC’18 [YLL18a, YLL∗18b]
sketch-based 3D shape retrieval tracks that we organized in the past
years, we believe this extended 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene
model retrieval track can further promote this challenging and in-
teresting research direction in the field of sketch-based 3D model
retrieval.

Compared to 2D sketch-based 3D model retrieval, 2D scene
sketch-based 3D scene model retrieval is much more challenging.
However, for a even more challenging track this year, we still have
two groups who have successfully participated in this track and
contributed four runs of two methods. Through the platform pro-
vided by this track, it solicits current 2D scene sketch-based 3D
scene retrieval approaches. We also wish that the SceneSBR2019

benchmark and the results we obtained in this track will be a useful
reference for researchers interested in this research area.

6.2. Future Work

For this interesting, challenging, and promising research topic, this
track not only provides a platform for soliciting state-of-the-art
methods, but also helps us identify the current challenges and fu-
ture research directions.

• Building a large 2D scene-based 3D scene retrieval bench-
mark in terms of number of categories and variations within
each category. Although our proposed SceneSBR2019 has ex-
tended from ten scene classes in SHREC’18 to thirty classes, it is
still far from a large-scale benchmark. This also explains why the
top deep learning-based participating method has achieved ex-
cellent results. Due to the importance of the scalability to large-
scale 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval and its corre-
sponding applications, we are on the way to significantly enlarge
the SceneSBR2019 benchmark to build a large-scale benchmark
for the community.

• Build/search other more realistic 3D scenes models. Some of
the SketchUp 3D scene models that we downloaded from 3D
Warehouse [Tri18] are not as realistic as relevant 2D scene im-
ages. For example, in the "mountain" category, the ratio between
trees and mountains is not real, which could reduce the 3D scene
retrieval accuracy. Due to this reason, a more realistic 3D scene
dataset is also necessary.

• 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval by incorporating
semantic information. Since a scene is composed of one or
more objects, the semantic information existing in 2D scene
sketches and 3D scene models and the relationships between ob-
jects or between objects and related scenes are very useful for
3D scene retrieval. For instance, Bui’s team utilized the known
semantic information for data augmentation, e.g., they manually
collected and added "camel" and "cactus" images to the "desert"
category during training. They also employed object detection
and recognition to refine their retrieval results. We believe that
both the efficiency and accuracy will be further improved if the
semantic information in both the 2D sketch queries and target
3D scene models is appropriately utilized.

• Extend the feature vectors by incorporating the geoloca-
tion estimation features. Photo geolocation estimation is to
predict the GPS coordinates for a photo image. This informa-
tion is helpful in classifying certain scene images. By classi-
fying the earth’s geographical cells based on deep learning, a
recent work [MBPIE18] has shown that photo geolocalization
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without any limitations can work to some extend reliably, even
though with a small training dataset. Therefore, it is promising
to achieve even better results by taking the scene’s geographical
information into account when forming a feature representation
for the retrieval.

• 2D scene-based 3D scene retrieval related applications. For
instance, Disney World’s Avatar Flight of Passage Ride [Wik18,
Att18, tM18] is a 3D immersive program, which involves a lot
of 3D scene contents. Other applications include retrieving in-
door/outdoor scene candidates for cartoon or movie productions,
such as automatically retrieving scenes from movies, computer
games, and educational content by utilizing text and speech
recognition to extract semantic scene information. This will help
us build much larger benchmarks as well.

• Deep learning models specifically designed for 3D scene re-
trieval. From the submitted results’ evaluation, we can find
that deep learning techniques have great potential in achiev-
ing promising retrieved performance. However, both submitted
methods adapted the existing neural network models designed
for other purposes (e.g., objects classification), thus lacking con-
siderations of the characteristics of this 2D sketche-based 3D
scene retrieval problem. Therefore, it is promising to achieve
even better retrieval result if we develop new deep learning mod-
els which fit this scenario well.
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